
Interdimensional Travel Agency 
 

Dream up your next reality, and we’ll take care of all the details!  

Absolutely no refunds. ITA is not responsible for any death or dismemberment suffered in your new reality. 

 

Overview 
A 2-3 player race to satisfy the most travelers, by designing and sending them through an 

interdimensional gateway to the realm of their dreams! 

Game setup 
1. Shuffle the deck of cards. 

2. Each player chooses their Travelers they must satisfy in order to win: 

a. 2-player game: Each player draws 3 cards and chooses 2 to keep, face down 

b. 3-player game: Each player draws 2 cards and chooses 1 to keep, face down (they will 

choose a second one to satisfy later in the game) 

c. Place the unused cards back in the deck and reshuffle. 

3. Draw 2 cards to start the dimensional design – place them in the center of the table, grouped by 

Trait type (if you drew either of the 2 special cards that have no Trait, redraw, and then shuffle 

the special cards back into the main deck). 

4. The player who most recently traveled for vacation goes first – he draws 1 card, and the other 

players draw 2. 

Gameplay / Turn Order 
1. Play as many cards from your hand as desired, in any order, including any new cards you may 

acquire by playing other cards. Cards can be played in one of three ways: 

a. As a design Trait: Play the card to the center of the table – keep cards there grouped by 

Trait type (it’s also helpful to order them by the Trait Quality numbers). 

b. As an Action: Play the card in front of you to activate the card’s Action – follow the 

Action’s instructions, and then discard the card. 

c. As a discard: Discard the card (allowing the player to later draw a new one to replace it). 

2. At any time during a player’s turn they may reveal and discard one of their secret Travelers 

whose requirements they currently satisfy – this can only be done once per turn, but may be 

done at any point during the turn (and so the player can continue their turn after, as desired).  

3. Rather than taking the steps above, a player may instead replace one of their face down 

Travelers with one of the two cards in their hand. The remaining card in hand and the replaced 

Traveler are both discarded. 

4. All players draw up to 2 cards (not just the current active player).  

5. NOTE: If the draw pile is ever empty, form a new one from the discards. If there are not enough 

cards for a player to draw when required, discard all Traits from the table, shuffle, and draw 4 

cards to start a new dimensional design (discarding and redrawing special cards, as in the 

beginning of the game). 



6. 3-player game: If a player’s first Traveler was satisfied on their turn, they choose a new one 

from the two cards in their hand at the end of their turn. The remaining card in hand is 

discarded, and they draw back up to 2 cards. 

Winning the Game 
A player wins immediately when they discard their second satisfied Traveler. 


